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Introduction

The convective motion of the F-region piasma at high latitudes is one of the
most important parameters afiecting its distribution and composition, Above
iuvariant latitudes of about 60o, the dominant driving force for this convection
is an electric field that originates outside the ionosphere. The electric field is
produced in the rnagnetosphere, or at its boundary with the interplanetary
mediurn, by an interaction between the geomagnetic field and the Solar wind.
The electric field is communicated to the ionosphere along the Earth's highly
conducting magnetic field lines. Thus, our understanding of the highJatitude
F region plasma motion is not only necessary for a satisfactory description of
the F-region itself, but can also contribute significantly to our understanding.
of the interaction of the Earth's atmosphere with the interplanetary medium
The existence of very ditferent convection patterns is pointed out here, and
their implications for F-region plasma distributions and for the interaction of
the magnetosphere wjth the solar wind are discussed.

Observations

Measurements of the high-latitude ionospheric electric field have been made
for several years on satellites [1] and balloons [2] using dipole antennas. De-
tails of the electric field configuration on relatively small spatial scales are
obtained from optical tracking of barium ion clouds [3]. More recently two and
three dimensional in situ measurements of the Pregion ion velocity have given
more inlonnation on the nature of the global ionospheric motion [4, 5]. These
measurements all agree ihat the dominant motion of the plasma above invariant
latitudes ol about 60o is one of two"cell-convection perpendicular to the magnetic
field. Above invariant iatitudes of 70o to 75o the plasma motion is generally directed
arvay from the Suir 'with return flo.iv toward the Sun at lower latitudes, The ion ve-
locity is quite variable but is of the order of I km s-l on the dayside and
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500 m s-l on the nightside. In the regions near dawn and dusk the boundary
between sunward and antisunward convection may tre well defined and has

been termed "polar cap boundary" (the polar cap being the region of antisun-
warcl convection). While other Oltinitions ol the'polar lap exist, this definition

Fig. 1. Horizontal ion drlft velocity vectors from AE-Corbit 13269.
The dashed lines represent most probable convection trajectories
drawn by eye. The heavy solid Une is the location of the polar
cap. boundaiy which is -assumed to be coincident with the pole-
ward edge of the attroral zone
AE-C : Ion drift veloclties ; Day 76164; Orbtt 13269 : Southern hemlsphere
INVLAT V MLT

is used throughout this work. Near noon and midnight.th_e flow changes from
sunward to antisunward and vice versa, and the definition of the polar cap
becomes less precise. Quite ed theoretical models have been deve-
loped [6] to show that the ionospheric
convection pattern are cons ence of bet-
ween 50 and 100 kV appli conve.ction

assumlng a
s, have been

a distribution [7, B]. Such studies hage
a positive step toward explainirig some
However, many features remain unex,
imposed by the convection model. The
the convection inside the polar cap is

directly antisunwar polaf cap appears as a circle centered at
the geomagnetic (g"nig. l" shows'- ion t velocity^ observed .by the RPA/
Drift Ifreter on the xplore satellite [9, 10]. The data irom the
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southern hemisphere pass of orbit 13269 are shown on an invariant latitude
(A) and magnetic local time (MLT) dial which is in a coordinate system co-
rotating with the Earth. The lines extending from the spacecraft track are in-
dicative of the direction and masnitude of the instantaneous ion velocitv. The

Fig. 2. Horizontal ion drift velocity vectorsfrom AE-C orbit13254:
See Fig.-l for details
AE-C ; Ion drift velocltlcs; Day 76163 ; Orbit 13254 I Southern hcmisphere
INVLAT V MLT

scale is shown at the bottom right of Fig. l. The dashed lines represent the
most reasonable convective trajectories and have been drawn by eye with
some attempt to conserve horizontal rnagnetic flux. While the data reveal one
convective cell, it is not unreasonable to expect a second cell on the morning-
side. The data are therefore consistent with the expected flow pattern. How-
ever, at about A:75" and 20:00 h MLT the flow insidethe polar cap is not
directed exactly antisunward, but rather it is directed away from the pole with
a small component parallel to the noon-midnight plane and directed towards
inidnight. The arrow marks the boundary between flow components that are
sunward and antisunward. It should also be noted that the noon-midnight me-
ridian does not mark a line of symmetry in the convection pattern. This may
be due to lack of symmetry altogether or to the fact that the line of symmetry
has been rotated towards later local times.

Figure 2 shows the horizontal ion velocity vector observed by AE-C on
the southern hemisphere pass of orbit 13254, While the location in invariant
latitude and magnetic time is very similar to that shown in Fig. 1, the con-
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Ve_ctive signatirre fepresented by ttre dashed lines is very different. Ihe varia-
bility ol the observed ion velocity in tlre 20:00 to 21 :00 h MLT sector is
due to the passage of the satellite along the poleward edge of the auroral
zoue. This boundary is shown by the heavy solid line in Figi. I and 2, and is
also representative of the polar cap boundary. These data are f dranatic example
of flow in the polar cap which is not antisunr,.rard but eastwarcl in most of
the 18:00 to 24:00 h MLT region, The difference between the florv geome-
tries in Figs. 1 and 2 is most clearly seen at 20 :00 h MLT, where the flow
in ftig. I is directed away from the pole and that in Fig. 2 is directed towards
the pola" similarly, at local midnight the flow in Fig. 1 is directed antisun-
ward rnhile in Fig. 2 it is eastward.

lmplications for the F:region

The different F-region plasma distributions that might result from these two
convection patterns may be appreciated by considering, in the two cases, the
history of the plasma at 23:00 h and ,1:73o just before it enters the auro-
ral zone. In Fig. 2 it would seem most likely that this plasnra will rnove pa-
rallel to the polar cap boundary in the auroral zone.lt will enter the polar cap near
19 : 00 h MLT and then move towards midnight parallel to the polar cap boundary.
It re-enters the auroral zone at about 23:00h MLT. The plasnra onsuch a tra-
jectory is therefore never subject to the solar ultraviolet ionization. A time of
about two houis may be estirnated for the complete convective path, at least
iralf of which is .spent under the influence of energetic particle ionization. In
Fig. i the plasma will again move parallel to the polar cap bourdary in the
auroral zone but will enter the polar cap at some magnetic local time near
09:00 h. it ihen moves antisunward in the polar cap before re-entering the
auroral zone at about 23:00 h MLT. A time of about four hours rnav be es-
timated for such a convective path and the plasma will experience both the
solar ultra-violet ionizatiorr source and the casp and night time auroral zone
particle sources. It should not be surprising that under identical auroral zone
conditions ovir an order of magnitude, difference in observed total ion con-
centration may be expected at 23:00 h MLT just beiore the plasma enters the
auroral zone. It has been assumecl here that the ion velocity in the polar cap
is uniiorm. There are even greater consequences to the F-region plasrna dis-
tribution ii the convection pattern of Fig. 2 represents a redistribution of the
polar cap electric potential so that the plasma flows rapidly parallel to the
polar cap boundary at the expense of very slow plasma flow in the middle of
the polar cap. T'hen the plasma in Fig. I that convects through the dayside
casp may reach ,4:B0o at midnight about I h later. However, the same plasma
flowing according io Fig. 2 may take many hours to reach the same location,

n:ay differ by 2 or 3 orders of mag.
onvection on plasma in the polar cap
subtle changes to ihe convection.pat-
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dicts the existence of a llow stagnation point at 18:00 h MLT and h6out
A:63". Unfortunately, such a location for the stagnation poini cannot success-
Illly explain the observed characteristics of the mid-latitude F-region trough.
Howevet, it has beeir shown [11] that a convectiorr pattern similar to that-in
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Yg..Z can move the stagnation point to magnetrc local times as late as 23:00 h.
Under these conditions theoretichl rrrodels ale in a position to reproduce many
ol the mid-latitude troush characteristics.

Implications for the Magnetosphere

The existence of field aligned currents and large field aligned potential ditfe-
rences [12, 13] makes the assumption that electric equipotential ruagnetic field
lines extend ffom the ionosphere: to thr magnetosphere' extremely "dangerous.

It would also suggest that the mapping ot oiserved F+egion electric po-tential
distributions into the magnetosphere is of dubious value. However, if 

-it 
is as-

sumed that the ilow coniiguration near the F-region polar cap boundary is at
least qualitatively similar to tlie flow near the corresponding boundary in the
1t_agnetosphere, then the F-region observations may become extremely useful.
Whether this correspouding boundary lies at the magnetopause or iirside the
magnetosphere depends on the nature of the interhction of the magnetospliere
with the solar winrl, The flow configuration of Fig. I suggests thaf there is a
substantial flow across the polar cap boundary throughout ttre rrightside. This
may imply that in an open magnetosphere a region of reconnection extends
across a substantial portlon of the magnetotail, Alternatively, it may indicate
that the "viscous interaction" associated with a close magnetosphere gradually
weakens as the plasma moves down the tail. Figure 2 would suggest that in
an open magnetosphere a region of reconnection in the tail occupies only a
small region near local midnight and that all the antisunward convecting plasma
converges towards this point under the influence oi the solar wind electric
field. Alternatively it may suggest that the degree of "viscous interaction', in a
closed magnetosphere is very strong and that the boundary layer flow extends
well down tbe tail. It should be pointed out that the existence oI a boundary
layer flow and an open magnetosphere are not mutually exclusive. The situa-
tions described here represent the classical extremes of open and closed mag-
netospheres.

A quantitative description of the F-region plasma distribution depends not
only on the convective motion of the plasma but also on the details
of the ditferent sources and sinks of ionization that are encountered
during the convective motion. It is therefore important to establish the rela-
llgnship between particle precipitation zones and plasma convection patterns.
While it has been shown that very different convection signatures can be ob-
setved, there is no evidence offered for the stability of theie patterns on time
scales of the few hours required for their completion. It may be confidently
expected that the convection patterns depend on substorm aciivity and other
solar and interplanetary magnetic parameters which change on time scales of
t hour.

The construction of a model convection pattern which may represent the
observed flow characteristics under given solar and magnetic conditions is oi
great importance to successful modeliing of the high latitude F-region.

The understanding of high-latitude F-region convection will not sfreO light
directly on the nature of the interaction between the magnetosphere and the solar
wind. However, the behaviour of this convection and its relationship to the field
aligned current_ distribution and energetic particle precipitation zones may help
to assess the relevance oi such data to magnetospheric processes, In particulai,
the behaviour of the F-region plasma flow near the polar cap boundary as a
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function of substorm activity and changes in other solar and magnetic para-
meters may well be indicative of the variability of the magnetosphere-solar
wind interaction. The needed in situ lneasurements of the magnetosphere and
solar wind are, or soon will be, undertaken. Sinrultaneous measurernents of
electric fields, plasna motion, field aligned currents and energetic particles in
the ionosphere will be undertaken by the Dynamics Explorer Satellites and by
Intercosmos satellite payloads, The data from these satellites will prove valu-
able to the advance in understanding oI the dynamics of the high-latitude
ionosptrere.
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KoHeeKuHq IIJIagMbI B BblcoKotilI4porHol4 F-o6nacru

P. A. Xntuc

(Pesrctte)

I4euepeuua cKopocrr.r noHoB B BbrcoKollluporuori F-o6.nacrz [oI(aBbIBaIor, qro
KoHBeKrIrrq Mo)r{er lrMerb AoBonbHo pasHylo ron$r.rrypaur,rrc. I-fpn [3MeHeHIII4 KoH-

Surypauuvt KoHBeKrIHlr MoxHo oxuAarb B .u,aHHoM Mecre pasHHIIbI B LIoHHoIi

KOHrIeHTparIilfl Ha HecKoJrbr{o [opgAI{oB. )ru H3MeHeHv.fl, BeposTHo, EBJIflIOTCS

pesyJrbraroM pa3Hoti creneH[ B3aI,IMoAeIlCrBHfl MeXAy MarHl4TocrpepOti H COJI-

HCqHbIM BETDOM.
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